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ABSTRACT

This note is intended to acquaint interested part ies
with the anticipated deployment of a Hydrographic Airborne
Laser Sounder (HALS). Data acquisition , data processing ,
data reduction rationa le , data density, test results , andI environmenta l considerations are covered . The document is
i ntended primarily as presolicita tion information for theI HALS procurement.
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I I. INTRODUCTION

This operating scenario is intended to acquaint i nterested parties with the
I anticipated depl oyment of a Hydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder (HALS). An operating
I synopsis providing an overview of data acquisition and data processing is contained

in section II. Section III contains a rationale for the data processing techni ques

I to be employed in HALS data reduction. Section IV treats the question of data
density vs. chart scale. Section V describes test results acquired via both
simulations and field data; additional test results from field data can be found in
the appendix. Some environmental considerations appear in section VI.

H This document has been prepared primar ily for the purpose of providing
prospective contractors with a more complete concept of what is desired via the
Purchase Description covering the performance characteristics of HALS. The scenario
presented relies heavily on the system concept empl oyed in the NASA Airborne
Oceanographic Lidar (AOL ) Tests. The contractor is not limited to the concepts
presented here; he is invited to propose other concepts.

H
II. OPERATING SYNOPSIS

Two modes of operation are anticipated in HALS deployment . Ilode I is anticipated
as an operational mode where FIAVOCEANO would employ the system on a production basis.
lode II is anticipated as a diagnostic mode where laser return waveform information
would be recorded occasionally for the purpose of defining an improved bottom pulse
recognition and placement algorithm. Data from Flode I operations would feed directly
to the NAVOCEANO chart-making process , whereas data from a flode II mission would be
delivered to NORDA for processing and analysis.

I The use of a HALS system is tied directly to present NAVOCEANO near-shore
surveys, and therefore imposes only slight procedural changes on present operations.

r Currently NAVOCEANO near-shore survey ships are equipped with an H20 helicopter that
is used primarily for depl oyment and servicing of NAVA IDS.

E The HALS will be intermittently installed in that helicopter to perform missions
near the beach where normal soundboat safety or performance might be comprom i sed by
shallow water , and into deeper water as environmental conditions permit. The primary
task for the HALS on these missions will be to acquire chart quality data satisfying

1 survey requirements. The mission duration for the HALS system will not exceed two
I hours.

HALS installation would begin with the survey ship on site after the NAVA IDS are
in pl ace and the helicopter is availabl e for a few days . Depending on the area , the
HALS may complete its mission in only one day ; however , maximum utilization requiring
several days is anticipated .

I The HALS modules will be removed from their crates, handcarried to the aircraft
and bolted to the aircraft frame. Interconnecting component and power

I cables will be Installed and the system turned on for checkout . Computer programs
will be fed to the computer and diagnostic procedures will be run through . Optical
alignment will be checked to determine if alignment is correct. The installation and
checkout procedures , including realignment when necessary , will require less than sixI hours. The HALS is then turned off to await appropriate time and weather--missions
are planned near dawn or dusk for improved performance.

I
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Prior to any mission , a survey plan delineating survey tracks emp loying the
NAVAIDS and survey geometry will have been prepared via the shipboard computer. The
beginning and ending positions of the survey tracks w il l serve as flight control
points for those tracks assigned to HALS.

A typical Mode I mission begins with the airc raft in a stand-by posture (i.e.,
full gas load on board and crew ready). The HALS is turned on , computer programs
loaded , mission control points inserted , and checkout procedures run through.

The aircraft lifts off , rises to an altitude of 500 feet , and sweeps over deep
water while operating the laser to acquire calibration data . The aircraft hc-ads for
a landing site near a NAVA ID , lands (section II .A presents several options to gyro
alignment), aligns attitude and heading gyros , lift s off, rises to an altitude of 500
feet , and heads for the first flight line control point to begin the survey . The
computer is now processing ranging information received from the NAVA IDS to provide
flight directives to the pilot in the form of instructions as to the right and left
extremes of the flight path and distance to flight line control points.

W hile approaching the control po i nt , the HALS operator monitors the oscilloscope
and control disp lay to evaluate performance. When the control point is reached , the
operator starts the recording system and continues monitoring . As the mission
continues the computer processes navigation data , computes Dead Reckoning positions ,
and directs the pilot to the end of the survey track . At the end of each track , the
operator stops the data record i ng and restarts when arriving at the next starting
contro l po i nt .

At the completion of the planned m ission , or when performance deteriorates to the
degree that bottom returns are no longer being received for an extended period of

• time , the aircraft returns to the NAVAID landing site to again align the gyros.

The aircraft returns to the ship where data tapes are processed through a ‘quick
4 look” program to determine (1) the approximate rough coverage and (2) whether an

i mmediate additional mission is required . When the 1-IALS has completed all its
• missions for a particular survey site and data have been evaluated , the system is
• removed from the aircraft and stored in packaging crates.

Post-flight data reduction (as indicated in Fig.1) begins as data tapes fron the
helicopter become available. A data tape is read , deblocked , merged with external
inputs 1 and formatted for an opt i mal solution on the laser slant ranges . The
computer performs a minimum variance solution , generating x ,y coordinates relative to
the aircraft position , and depth information which has been corrected for surface
waves. The relative coordinates are added , to aircraft position and outputted to tape
and listing as the processing progresses.

An along-track display is also generated as the processing continues . The
disp lay permits the operator to evaluate bottom comp lexity and data integrity . If
the data appear sound and the “bottom ” flat , the operator merely scans the listing
and extracts data to be merged , or plotted , on the chart . If the data integrity
appears unstable or the “bottom ” complex , the output tape will be read back as input
for a second processing pass (section 111 .8 presents more detail on this procedure).
The second pass will process the x ,y,z information into a minimum variance grid and

4 select the shoalest depths at densities relative to the intended chart scale. The
second pass creates an additional listing and a tape containing
grid elements , shoals and covariances .

2
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From this new listing the operator plots all of the shoalest depths and an
appropriate sampl i ng of grid depths in conformance with chart scale. After data have
been merged with soundboat data , the operator evaluates agreement where overlap
occurs. The covarianc e derived during the gridding process aids in that evaluation.

The 1-JALS system remains in its crates until the LIAVA IDS are moved to open a new
site; there , the preceding scenario is repeated .

At an opportune time at one or more sites , the HALS will be assigned a Mode II
mission. This mission would ideally follow shortly after a regular survey mission.
The aircraft would be fueled with a smbll fuel l oad and standing by for a 15—minute
mission. The HALS is turned on , standard programs loaded , control points inserted
and checkout procedures run through. At this point a special computer progran is
inserted which allows for recording of the complete laser return . The aircraft lifts
off and proceed s as if on a normal mission , gathering calibration data and landing at
the NAVAID site for gyro alignment . The aircraft then transits to the initial
control point which has been selected from previous data which indicated no bottom
returns. As the aircraft approaches the control point , the pilot maneuvers so as to
approach from deep water. The operator turns on the recorder and the mission
proceeds toward the beach. The pilot then flies for the NAVAJO landing site where
gyros are again aligned , then proceeds back to the ship with the mission completed .
A Mode II mission data tape is sent to flORIDA for further processing.

The lode II mission is desired at least once in each new survey area . Moving the
NAVAID site merely to extend survey coverage does not constitute a new area . The
lode II scenario should be repeated at different sites any time the integrity
of the data is inconsistent with visual observations of water clarity , etc., or when
the operator notices unexp lained variation in laser return pulse shapes.

At NORDA , depths are recomputed to assure that onboard software is operating
correctly; the Mode II data tape is read and deblocked , and digitized waveforms are
plotted for visual evaluation of system performance. The digitized waveform s are
then processed via the same algorithm that was used on board the aircraft to
determine depths , and are then compared with depths actually computed on board the
aircraft . The same digitized waveforms are then processed via other algorithms , suc h
as the optimal pulse recognition algorithm developed by Fagin Associates , to
determine if improvements can be made to the on-board software. As data are acquired
from different survey areas , a library is established to store different types of
laser response representative of those different areas. Upon accumulating sufficient
data , an evaluation of system performance vs. bottom type and water turbidity will be
conducted for the purpose of improving system performance. - .

Other processes intended for the Mode II digitized waveforms include isolation
and evaluation of the water column backscatter. The backscatter contains information
relative to particle content and other properties of interest to peopl e conducting
studies in physical oceanography .

Other intended uses of data gathered in both the normal production mode and lode
II operations concern surf model i ng . It is expected that near shore surface wave
information can be gleaned from the HALS aircraft to sea surface laser measurement

4 via the optimal filter process. The wave information will then be correlated with
the measurements of the water depth and used in validating surf models.
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I Mode II operations and subsequent analysis i nfer no reprocessing of data already
I collected via the Mode I production mis sions. In a production mode , data delineating

the laser returns will not be recorded on magnetic tape and therefore will not be
• available for massaging at a later date. The primary purpose of Mode II operations

is to i mprove the pulse recognition algorithm which will be installed in the initial
phase of the HALS program .

I A. GYRO ALIG NMENT

The necessity for good heading (re . gyro a lignment ) information is dictated

I by the geometry of the anticipated scan pattern and the employment of heading for
providing pi l ot flight directives. Heading quality becomes critical as swath width
increases. The options relative to gyro alignment procedures will be dictated first
by the type of gyros selected for the HALS system , and second , by the positioningI quality dictated by survey requirements.

The type gyro selected for heading will have primary impact on alignment
procedure , since the gyro could be either north-seeking (self-aligning) or spacial
oriented (requiring external alignment). Selection of gyro type has been l eft to the
contractor , since size , weight , cost , and operating complexity should be considered
in system proposals.

- The selection of a self—ali gning gyro would mean that alignment could be
• performed anywhere that the helicopter could set down on solid earth , and would

greatly simplify the alignment operation. At the beginning of the mission the
operator would let the gyro align itself; at mission end , the operator would merely
note the difference before and after alignment and record the difference as gyro
drift .

A gyro requiring external alignment would presuppose a surveyed azimuth
insta lled by the survey party at the UAVAID site , and the addition of some optical
alignment equipment with the HALS package . The procedure for external alignment w ill

-• be such that the helicopter need not position itself precisely over any given spot ,
since precise maneuvering is somewhat difficult.

The anticipated external alignment would have a crew member set a tripod over
the azimuth reference line , sighting along the reference line , then to the gyro unit.

p The gyro unit would have a mi rror arrangement such that the sightings from the tripod
to the gyro unit and from the gyro unit to the tripod are co-linear. After solving
the geometry for the true heading, the operator would then slew the gyro to the
correct reading for the start of the mission. At the end of the mission , the sameI procedure would be exercised except for slewing the gyro; at mission end the operator
would merely record the gyro drift for later use.

i Where the quality of positioning becomes less important (as dictated by survey
I requirements) the external alignment procedures could be accomplished on board ship.

In these instances markings on the helioport could serve as reference points , and the
ship ’s Mark 19 gyrocompass , with appropriate repeater, could serve as the azimuth

I line .

In many instances it should be possible to utilize the advantages of a
magnetic slaved gyrocompass. Magnetic vari ation charts are available for most
anticipated operating areas , and where updating is required , a few measurements near
the NAVAJ O sites can be extrapolated to the operating area .

I
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Numerous other procedures for alignment could be discussed , but further
treatment is beyond the scope of this paper; however , it should Lie understood that
there is no intention to impose a calibration procedure which is so cumbersome as to
dilute HALS system efficiency . In areas where NAVAID sites are distant from a survey
area (as may be the case , on occasion , when employing a med i um range NAVA ID ), it
becomes impractical to perform calibration at the NAVAID site because of the linit ed
fuel l oad of the helicopter.

B. SATURATIO N SURVEY

Occasionally the HALS may be called upon to perform other special missions
for purposes of validating or verifying suspect bottom structure . On these occasions
it may be desirable to narrow the swath width to about 50 feet so that the suspect
area can receive saturation sampling . It may even be desirable , on occasion , to
hover over a particular site or to maneuver in some constrained searc h pattern.

W ith a narrow swath , position errors attributable to aircraft attitude and
heading become less significant ; this reduces significant impacts on both alignment
procedure and on data processing . Gyro alignmen t can be accomplished on board ship
or possibly even ignored . Data processing could be simplified to direc t solution s of
the geometry or also ignored .

The assumption for all the above , of course , is that position of th’~ suspectbottom structure is already known from previo us survey efforts either by HALS or via
soundboat surveys. The only purpose for the saturation survey is to validate the
existence of the structure and to determine minimum depth and areal extent ; for those
purposes , merely having the computer search for a cluster of minim um depths should be
adequate .

C. NAVA JD CALIBRATIO N

The Operating Synopsis as described in section II presumes a HALS operating
in conjunction with a short range NAVAID. The most probable deployment anticipated
for NAVOCEA NO near shore surveys would involve a medium range FIAVA ID operating in
either range/range or hyp c-rbo lic mode. Under these circumstances , ca i i~ ration of the
HALS receiver would be required .

Assuming the shipboard receiver to be alread y properly calibrated , the
shipboard reading should be transferred to the HALS receiver prior to helicopter

• l ift-off. The transfer reading will be corrected for the difference relative to the• loca tion of the respective antenna . As the helicopter proceed s toward the h’~ach for
• gyro alignment , a lan dmark w ill be selected and NAVAID readings recorded——as the

m ission progresses , the hel icopter may return to the selected landmark and check
cal ibration as required .

III. DATA LOGISTICS

An important consideration in resolving position and depth from HALS
observations is that we are dealing with multip le error sources. The error sources
consist of aircraft ’ s own position , altitude , attitude , an d sea surface , as wel l as
the laser slant range measurements and a multitude of environm ental conditions which
can cause error in those measurements.

The aircraft position error is directly dependent on the quality of the IIAVA ID
employed in the survey . Where high quality data are required , a high quality NAVA ID

6 
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should be employed . There may be some po ssibility of improving the aircraft position
via smoothing algorithms , assuming that the offending error has a random distri-• butlon , but this technique is being considered only for situations where medium range
NAVA IDS are employed (see section III.C for further discussion). Smoothing
techniques could also be employed on the optima l solution concerning the airc raft to
sea surface slant ranges , but the technique is not being considered for this
particular application at this time , and is not part of the post—survey processing
development .

To minimize the effect of error sources from altitude , attitude , sea surface
and slant range measurement from aircraft to sea surface , an optima l solution , which
operates in a minimum variance sense , has been developed . The opt i mal solution wi l l
be described in the next section .

Error sources relating to environment are shown in two ways: (1) the bottom
return shape is perturbed in a manner such that the tracking algorithm on board the
aircraft misplaces the pulse , and (2) the pulse is reflected from something other
than the true bottom . If we assume these to be random occurrences , then the solution
is redundant measurements and the proper processing of that redundancy. This will be
further discussed in the section covering data gridding.

A. THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION

This portion of the software treats the processing of laser slant range
measurements rel ated to the distance between the aircraft and the surface of the
water.

To visual ize how the opti mal solution works , picture a l aser pulsing at 400
Hz. The laser seeps through 3600 at 5 cycles per second creating a moving elliptical
pattern on the surface of the water. Each sweep through 3600 provides 80 pieces of

• slant range information from the aircraft to the surface of the water. Under static
conditions , at any given altitude and azimuth , the slant range measurement from
aircraft to sea surface could be precisely computed . The major axis of the proj ected
ellipse would align perpendicular to the aircraft heading and the minor axis would
align parallel to the aircraft . Under dynamic conditions , slant range could still be
precisely computed if pitch , roll , altitude and sea surface are known . The trouble
is , that even with an inertial system , there are errors which would affect the slant
range computation. If the problem is turned around (upside down , as it were), the -

•

difference between the slant range measurement and what would be computed for a given
altitude is actually a measure of pitch , roll , altitude error and sea surface. That
is what is done in the opti ma l solution .

A “current best estimate ” of altitude and attitude are used to compute an
estimate of the next observed slant range to mean surface. The difference between
the observed and estimated slant range is then treated as an error and is processed
through an algorithm which al locates portions of the error relative to the assumed
magnitude and correlation time s of the error propagation model . The algorithm
directs the error to propagate in a minimum variance sense to the fol lowing: (1)
error in slant range measurement , (2) aircraft altitude , (3) aircraft pitch , (4)
aircraft roll , an d (5) sea surface.

The same current best estimates , as above , of altitude and attitude are used
to compute the laser spot on the bottom relative to the aircraft . The sea surface
estimate removes error from the depth measurement , thus completing the opt imal
solution .

7
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The operat ion is something like an interactive process:

1. Assume some value for pitch , roll , al titude and sea surface.
1’ 2. Compute a slant range .

3. Subtract observed from computed.
4. Allocate differences , some to pitch , roll , altitude , etc.
5. Compute next slan t range .
6. Subtract .
7. Alloca te.

The whole purpose of the optima l soluti on is that good roll , pitch and
altitude are needed for positioning the laser observation relative to the aircraft ,
and sea surface i nformation is needed to reduce the depth measurements to mean sea
level . A bread board model of this implementa tion has been tested with data from the
NA SA-AOL system (Byrnes and Fagin , 1978),

It is not possible to track heading error via the aircraft -to-surface slant
range , since we are projecting to a quasi -flat surface. The only possibility for
tracking heading error is via the grid technique , which will be discussed in the next
section. Error analyses indicate that the grid techniq ue for tracking heading error
works only where the ocean bottom disp lays complexity ; of course , this is where the
capability is most needed .

T he three ma i n reasons why an optim al so lu ti on has been ch osen a re: ( 1)
errors affecting position become more critical as the survey swath width gets wider ;
an d (2) alignment between attitude sensor and laser become more subject to error
because of the non-permanence of the installation in the intended helicopter; and (3)
even w ith careful proce dures , misalignment is still pos sible and could go undetected
if a tracking capability is not included in the processing.

Al i gnment errors can originate from both mechanical and timing sources .
• Mechan ical sources arise simply from physical alignment inaccuracy or coup ling

arrangemen t. Timing sources occur when data are recorded at different rates in
groupings with a time tag and later interpolated and correlated . Errors fron these
sources are m inimized when the processing is conducted in a closed forn , and that is
precisely how the optima l solution operates.

• In a closed form solution , unmo dele d er ror sources p ro pa gate unrea l i sti c
result s w ith wave len gth s w hi c h are i ncons i stent w it h the process i ng model. T hi s i s
one way that optimal filter theory can be applied as an error analysis tool . The

• technique was applied to NASA -AOL data and was demonstrated to be a powerful analytic
tec hniq ue (By rnes and Fag i n,1978).

The main penalty one pays for the above type optimal solution is computer
computation time . The load increases as the number of state vectors increase. It is
anticipated that the optimal solution can be modeled as a s’x—vector problem . This
size model entails the computer performance of approximately 150 multiplications , 150
additions , 150 substitutions , 5 s i ne execu ti ons , and 5 cosine executions for each
slant range observation i ncorporated . Since one tape may hold about 1 hour of data ,
at a rate of 400 Hz , the num ber of slant ranges to be processed would amount to
app rox i mately 1,440,000. At this time , we do not know exactly what pa rticular
computer w ill be used for processing; some small computers do have computation times
similar to the Univac 1108. Assuming 1108 execution times of 2.625 usecs for
mult i pl i ca t ion , 1.875 ~sccs for addition and substitution , and 60 usecs for
s i ne/cos i ne , a full data tape would require approximat ely 37 minutes of computer
computat ion time .

3
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The question of computer time will remain fuzzy until two basic decisions ~rereached; namely, what quality of new computer 14AVOCEA7JO wi l l purchase for their

shipboard processing system , and the capability of the HALS on-boa rd computer. The
computers being considered by F4AVOCEA NO for shipboard installation will have hardware
mult iply/divide module as opposed to older type mini-computer where multip l iation was

• accomp l ished via a series of software instructions. This means that the data can be

L 
processed at speeds similar to the Univac ; or in the worst case , may require about 1
hou r of CPU time . The specific s of the HALS on—board computer will not be available
un til the system is designed ; however , preliminary sizing indicates that the HALS
compu ter could be equal to or even exceed the NAVOCEANO selection. An i dea l solution
wou l d be for the HALS computer to be configured in such a way that it could perform
and pos t surve y the ma i n bulk of the number crunch i ng , w it h the NAVOCEA NO com puter
performing a l mited number of functions , such as display and listing.

Assuming that the HAL S system is completel y dependent on the shipboard
computer for all processing, one hour does not seem excessive , s i nce one
can assume that the shipboard computer w i l l  not be used at full capacity on a daily
basis. The processing problem is further eased by indications that 1AVOCEANO will
ma intain a backup computer to support onboard production processing. It is po ssible
that we may end up w i th a cho i ce of three com puters ca pab le of p rocess i ng the HALS

• - data. Bottlenecks could exist for short periods of time , but onl y when the HALS
• performed several consecutive missions in that short period of time . In norma l

operations it is expected that the HAL S system could acquire the data and complete
- ‘ the p rocess i ng before the soun db oa t coul d com p le te a day ’s work.

• • Some thought has been oiven to the idea of merely verifyin ’i that good data
have been co l lecte d , and then completing the processing at the F1A~OCEANO base p lan t .

I The flaw in this concept is that assurance of quality data and absence of holidays
are required on-site before the NAVA IDS are moved , and , i n many i nstances , the
capac ity for producing a nautical chart on the ship is required .

B. THE HALS DATA FILTER

A lar ge percentage of data collected by the HALS system wi l l be acqu i red from
areas where the bottom is complex and the data i ntegrity will be suspect , at least to
the human eye. In an area where the bottom is complex , there i s no s i mp le wa y of
determining if that lack of data i ntegrity is simply a reflection of residual

I position error and uncompensated sea surface or if the observations have been
contam inated by bit dropout , fish , turtles , grass , seaweed or even difficulties with

• bottom pulse placement because of changes in pulse shape .

A solution to this type of difficulty comes in the form of a filter; even
soundboat data undergoes some ffltering, at leas t by eyeball , before data are
selected for chart ing. The situation with soundboat data is very much unlike the
HALS problem , since the sounder records the depth of only the most shallow object
within a small cone . The small cone provides a very narrow swath when compa red to
the anticipated HALS swath and is often considered as a profile. The HALS system

i provides such a wide swath that it must be considered two-dimensional , an d therefore
requires a two-dimensional filter.

A prototype two-dimensional filter is described in Fagin Associates (1977),
but its implementation requires a large amount of computer time . The prototype

I filter deals with the filtering and the slant range processing all in one minimum
variance solution. Development is underway to modify that solution to provide a

I -
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production mode filter which will require less computer time . The desirable
charac teristics which will be incorporated into a two—dimensional HAL S filter are as
fol lows :

1. Deals with depth error and posi tion error simultaneously.
2. Incorporates or rejects data on a statistica ’ basis.
3. Insures that bottom slope is pa rt of rejection criteria.
4. Deals statisti cally with redundancy .
5. Weights data in favor of shallowest depths.
6. Converts data into an equally spaced grid.
7. Defines end product quali ty .

The above items are all closely related , and , to a large ex tent , are
actually tied together in the Optima l Laser Survey described in Fagin Associates
(1977). The new algorithm being developed will incorporate those same items , but in

• a sub—optima l fashion. Reasons for identifying those characteristics are exp lained
as follows .

• Figure 2 shows a swath of data plotted under the aircraft . The density of
data is such that many observations are plotted very close~to one another--in fact ,
some are p lo tted one on top of the other. A closer look would show i mpossible
gradients between adjacent points. The major portion of these data observations were
we ll within specified limits of position and depth error. This points up the reason
for dealing with depth error and position error simultaneously.

The ability to incorporate or reject data on a statistical basis involves a
buildup of confidence as more data are incorporated into a specific survey area . The
first observation seen by the filter program will be accepted and incorporated , but• the confidence level (i.e., covar iance matrix) will remain very low . As more
observa t i ons are i ncorpora ted , the filter will become capable of predicting what the
nex t ob serva ti on shoul d be , an d know i ng i ts ow n ca pab i l i ty v i a the cova ri ance matrix ,
will know how accurately it is able to predict that next observation . When the new
observation exceeds the prediction by a predetermined amount , usually 2.5 or 3.0 ~~,

the new observation is rejected . The pattern of rejections is used to determine
suspect bottom structure . Normally rejections are expected to assume a randon
distribution , where rapidly rising coral heads or steep-sided channc )s exist ,
reject i on occurs i n a pattern . When a reject i on pattern i s detec ted , the suspect

• - area shoul d be reflown as a saturation survey . Where steep—sided channels are
• encoun tere d an d h ig h accuracy i s des i re d , the saturation survey should be conducted

as prec isely as possible (i.e., precise gyro alignments), and the data processing
adjusted (i.e., reduced grid spacing and increased slope tolerance ) to these spec ific
needs.

Bottom slope rejection criteria come into play as soon as a sufficient amount
of data are available for prediction. In the HALS system this occurs quite rapidly,
since the scan system is such that just one sweep through 3600 prov ides some genera l
slo pe information in all directions for a large area . Insight into the slope
rejection technique can be derived from the scan pattern shown in Figure 2. At the
right side of the data swath , the HALS sweep is encountering “new ” survey area . Here
the observation can be predicted only by slope values from behind the sweep; the
confidence leve l is therefore low and most observations would be incorporated , but

• with low weighting factors . As the HALS sweep moves behind the aircraft , data ahead ,
behind , left and right have already been incorporated into the filter and used in the
prediction. The confidence level is very high. In this case the new observation

10 LI
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must meet more stri ngent requirements if the observation is to be acceptable. The
confidence rises even higher after acceptance , since the new observation is tagged
with a higher weight .

This discussion also applies to redundancy. It can be shown stat ist ical ly
that redundant measurements can be processed in such a way that results are of a muc h

• higher quality than any individual measurement . The density of data (i.e. ,
redundancy ) at the edges of the HALS swath (Fig. 2) is greater than in the center of
the swath. At first glance this might appea r as wasteful data. However , it should
be realized that there are no data beyond the edges and therefore an absence of slope
control for evaluating , rejecting or incorporating new observations . In effect , the
scan pattern compensates for the lack of slope knowl edge at the edges by redundant
measurements.

The HALS data filter will be capable of weighting the observations in favor
of the shoalest depths . The desirability of this characteri stic is based on the
primary purpose for the conduct of near-shore surveys , namely safety . As new
observations are incorporated into the HAL S filter , each observation is weighted by
the covariance matrix; to the weigh ting factor will be added some value proportional
to the depth being observed before the observation is incorporated . In this manner
the end product (chart) is biased in favor of the shoalest depths . When the bias is
done this way , it does not mean that only the shoalest observation in a given area is

• incorporated; the observation still must pass all other rejection criteria.

The HALS data filter will convert observations into an equally spaced grid
• representation of depths. The purpose of the gri d is to make the data more sparse;

there is no -intent to interpolate for data at locations when there were no
observations. Several reasons for selecting a grid system are as follows :

1. The grid is a good way to represent data already incorporated .
• 2. The grid can be modeled to ma i ntain one-to-one correspondence with a

covariance matr ix.
3. The grid can be adjusted to follow bottom curvature merely by increasing

density .
4. The end product can be plotted without plotting one data point over the top

of another.

Accompanying the grid of depths will be a grid of quality designators
(covariance matrix) which define end product quality . The quality designator will be
a statistical quantity which reflects quantity of measurements , prox imity of
measurements , slope 3f bottom , and integrity of position and depth measurements
actually incorporated . These quality designators will prove usefu l where we compare
soundboat data with HALS data. Where a soundboat track crosses a HALS swath , we
should expect agreement only to the accuracy specified by the quality designator.
The quality designator should also be usefu l in selecting grid depths which actually
get plotted--i.e., when we plot only a few depths , from a whole swath , on a 1 to
50 ,000 boat sheet. The quality designator will also be useful in describing the
overall HALS survey accuracy.

After data are processed through the HALS data filter , the results will exist
as a very lon g rectangular grid of depths with an accompanying grid of quality
designators . There will be one whole grid for ea~ch flight line or a grid for each
line segment if the aircraft track departs from ‘ straight line . Each grid w il l have
an origin desi gnating latitude and longitude . Latitude and l ongitude for any
specific depth will be relative to its position in the grid and the origin.
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From the grid , the operator can select the shoalest depths and other depths for
• plotting on the smooth sheets . Data can be sent to the DMA li brary i n th i s compact

form , or each grid intersection can be tagged with latitude and longitude and sent to
the library . The original tapes which were recorded on the aircraft could be

( recycled or saved and put into archi ves.

A question of legality ari ses with a grid , since the result of this process
- is , in real i ty , a minimum variance estimation of dept h at the grid intersection• rather than a direct observation of depth. Traditionally, direct depth observation ,
with s pecified horizontal and vert ical accuracy variable with chart scale , is
required where soundboat data arc incorporated into a chart . Assuming that this
requirement governs the use of HALS data , an additional data pass will be required .
The additional data pass would searc h the or i g i nal data tape for a di rect observa ti on
which most closely matches the m inimum variance estimate near the grid intersection
and replace that estimate with a direct observation. This may appear somewhat
facetious , but it can be done in a statistically sound manner and should satisfy the
requirement .

C. NAVA ID SMOOTHING

As indicated in previous sections , the HALS may be operate d primar i ly w it h a
medium range NAVA ID system. The employment of a med i um range NAVAID infers that the
HALS will be required to operate at greater distances from the FIAVA ID transmitters .

• At these anticipated greater distances we can expect to encounter a higher standard
deviat i on of pos i tion erro r , greater net b ias , and more frequent lane jumps than
woul d have been expected with a short range NAVAID. These greater position errors
may be tolerable for some specific charting requirements , but they do tend to

- •  obstruct the effectiveness of the “HALS data filter ,” since position errors can
overwhelm depth measurement error. The reduction in the effectiveness of the “HALS
data f i lter ” imp lies a reduction in the validity or integrity of HALS depth
measurements , since redundant measurements may not be expected to agree. The
implementation of any quality control algorithm must be based on the first assumpt i on
that data from the forward sweep must be in agreement with data from the laser
backward sweep as the backward sweep overtakes that forward sweep because of the
forward motion of the aircraft .

A visual izat ion of the diff iculty encountered from increased position error
can be realized by considering a plot of position information . The p lot represents
the airc raft track - data points are p lotted rel ative to the track; if the heading of
the aircraft is identical to the track , no s id e slip ( “crab” angle) , then data
plotted fore and aft of the aircraft will lie on the track.

If s ide sl i p does ex i st , we can st i ll plot the points which fall on the track
if that track is correct and we know true heading to the required accuracy. The

• difficulty is that as position deteriorates , the track deteriorates and data plotted
relative to that deteriorated track cannot be expected to align correctly, fore and
aft , with any degree of confidence--even when the geometry is solved with the correct
true heading . What this amounts to is that alignment of data fore and aft is a
function of side slip angle , and the error in side slip angle is a function of both
track error and the true heading error. When the unknown error in slide slip angle
exceeds two degrees , we may expect fore and aft data disagreements in direct
proportion to the unknown angle and bottom slope . As the bottom slope approaches 50 ,
we can expect the HALS data filter to begin tracking the error in side slip, but only
to the degree with which bottom slope remains constant . In areas where the bottom is
complex and the slope changes direction rapidly, there appears to be l ittle hope of
unravel i ng the whole ball of wax via depth measurement alone .
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A irc raft side slip is not the only diffi culty which may be caused by position
deterioration. Knowledge of aircraft speed deteriorates as well; even when we know
the or i entat i on track well , errors in speed would limit our ability to evaluate the
data validity to some extent .

The above difficulties can be reduced by smoothing the ~IAVA ID positions. The
recommended type of smoothing differs from that which vendors supply with their
equip ment because i t w i ll not be app lied in real time . A real time positioning
process can use ~~~ past data , and therefore can perform only a filter process. A
f i lter process i s f i ne for opera ti ons where one i s concerne d onl y w i th where he i s
going; in charting work , we are concerned with where we have been . Smoothing can be
accom pli shed best after a whole survey li ne i s com pleted. At~ optimal smoothing
process can be devised to use all data preceding and following a point of interest
when determining each position estimate , i.e., if a survey line is one hour long , the
whole hour ’s observations can be used for computing a smoothed estimate for a
specific time . The data required for a smoothing solution are available only after
the survey is completed . Optimally smoothed position estimates present a refined ,
sta ti st i call y i mprove d , continuous portrayal of where one has been .

The practical l ength of time over which a series of data should be smoothed - •

i s depen dent on the cor re la t i on t i mes of the sta te vectors assoc i a ted w i th the mo del ;
the onboard aircraft systems determine the composition of that model . If the onboard
system includes an airborne inertial system , the errors to be tracked wou ld be the
slowly varying drift s of that inertial system and the practical length of tine over

- :  which a series of data could be smoothed would be l engthy . The emp lo ymen t of an
• inertial system and lengthy smoothing tines are most practical where the time between

independent position (rIAVAID ) observations is l engthy or when one is attempting to
• compensa te for net bias by incorporating short range ~IAVA ID observations or satellite
• Global Positioning System (GPS) data.

The techni ques for smoothing posit ion information associated with an inertial
system are described by Byrnes and Fagin (1975). The modeling for the HALS snoothin g
process will be much less sophisticated than Byrnes and Fagin empl oyed , but the
techni ques will be similar. Since an inertial system is not anticipated for the HALS
develo pment , the smooth ing will be based simply on aircraft notion. The correlation
ti mes for th i s type model w i ll be shor t rela ti ve to a model enp loyi ng an i ner ti al
system. No state vectors associated with net bias will be empl oyed , s i nce no
independent observations of net bias are anticipated . The s~ioothin g model w ill be
capable of (1) reduc i ng the standard devia tion of the random position errors and (2)

• 1 detecting lane jumps .

The model for smoothing the HALS position information would normally require
six state vectors . If one assume s latitude and longitude errors to be uncorrre lated ,
the major portion of the computations can be performed treating latitude and

• longitude i ndependentl y. This independent treatment reduces the model to the
computation equivalent to approximately three state vectors . Even with three state
vectors , the computer tine required to process a one-hour data tape would be
intolerable if we were to compute a smoothed estimate of position for each 400 Hz
HALS observation. The sol ution to the computer tine problem is to compute smoothed
position estimates at a rate of one per second and then interpolate for the 400 Hz
rate. The impl ementation of the interpolation scheme reduces the computer load to
the extent that the processing is bound primarily by input-output speed .

It shoul d be apparent from the above general discussion that as position
information deteriorates , the quality of dept h information may deteriorate . This is
basically true because we have taken advantage of redundancy (in the HALS filter
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grid) to improve the quality of the end product. The concept of depth measurement
deterioration with position diverges considerably from traditional concept s where• soundboats are employed for surveys . Soundboat measurements do not rely on
redundancy and are therefore never affected by position error. It coul d be shown
that end products from soundboat data could be improved via redundant observation ,
but that is not the purpose of this discussion. The purpose of the whole discussion
on positioning has been to indicate that some degradation in end product (chart)
quality can be expected when operating with a medium range tIAVAID as opposed to a
short range system.

IV. DATA DENSITY

The effectiveness of HALS for detecting and registering submerged rocks ,
p innacles , sheared pi li ngs or other relatively smal l objects that may be hazards to
nav i gat i on becomes a real numbers game . The ability to detect a small target is a
funct ion of target size and the spatial distribution of the laser spots. Detecting a
target once woul d never be enough to satisfy any reasonable confidence level .
Detecting a target ten times in the same location does instill some confidence. A
sheared piling type of target with one square foot of surface area would require 10
laser pulses for every square foot of area being surveyed . Using a laser having a
pulse repet i tion rate of 400 per second , we coul d survey 40 square feet per second .
If the swath is adjusted to 40 feet coverage , the forward speed of the HAL S platform
wou l d be limited to one foot per second . This coverage is very low and coul d be done
more effectively by ship using a wire drag or side-scan sonar.

Assum ing a target area of 100 square feet yields numbers that are more in line
with airborne sensors. For a hit rate of 10 per target in keeping with our
conf id ence level , onl y one pulse per every 10 square feet is required . Using a 400
Hz laser pulse repetition rate , 4000 square feet per second can be covered . A 40
foot swath would mean that the survey could progress at 100 feet per second. For a
100 square foot target this survey rate of 4000 square feet per second translates
into 14,400,000 square feet of coverage per one HALS mission hour or 0.4 square miles
per m ission , a rate that is competitive with other techniques for registering
medium—sized navigation hazards. The hit rate of 10 per target
as used above is a rather arbitrary number , but it does have relevancy when
consi dering some soundboat operations. An equivalency can be attempted by assuming
that a soundboat is equipped with the Raytheon 723-Il, operatin g at the meters X 1
scale , pinging at 10 Hz. At launch speed of 17 knots the system pings every 2.9• feet . For a 20 foot dept h and a 450 cone width , the system covers a circular area
with a diameter of approximately 16.5 feet . Since the launch is advanc i ng at 2.9
feet per ping , the circular areas overlap and any target within that swath would be
sensed at least S times as the l aunch advances . Obviously, at l ower speeds , a target
would be sensed more often; in more shallow water , assum i ng the sane 17 knot speed ,
less often .

Sensing a target five times via soundboats cannot be directly equivalenced to
the HALS, since the energy from a sounder covers the whole area within the 450  cone
and reflects from the nearest target , whereas the HALS illum inates a proportion al
area , but responds to all the return energy within the receiver field of view . This
does , however , point up the need for more dense sampling by HALS to approach
equivalence with a sounder; thus , the arbitrary hit rate of 10 per target for the
HALS.
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The more l ikely app l ication of HALS is for the detection of a shoal area where
the bottom becomes graduall y shallo w . In this case the target area exceeds 2503
square feet and the survey rate becomes more real is t ic .  W ith the airc raft at 500
feet alt i tude and the scan set to 36° off nadir , a 700 foot swath could be surveyed
at 70 knots , providing an average target hit rate of 12.6 per 2500 square foot
target.

The 2500 square foot target ascribed to a shoal area is to be taken only as an
estimate; experience will enventually dictate swath width and data density. In actual
practice , it nay become desirable to perform a reconnaissance mission to deternine
data density ; however , it should be apparent that as an attempt is nade to define
smaller objects via HALS , the trade-off in rate of coverage proceeds to tn”
impractical in cases of very small targets.

Assuming that the primary app lication for HALS is the charting of shoal areas
an d not the detec ti on of small hazar d s , a question still arises concerning data
density vs. chart scale. The answer to that question is simpl y that no flatter what
char t scale , the pur pose of the surve y is to insure safety of naviga tion. To insure
safety of navigation the shoalest depth must be recorded no matter which chart scale
is being used . In order to determine the shoalest depth the systen nust be able to
detect all shoals in the area . If it is assuned that the target area for the Shoal5
i s 2500 square feet , an d a reasonably h i gh level of detection confidence is desired ,
then the density relative to the target size must be set and the chart scale has

-‘ little significance. It is , therefore , expected that aircraft operations , altitude ,
speed , swath width , and essentially data density will be quite similar for chart
scales rang ing from 1:5000 to 1:50,000. Onl y when it is determined that finer
structures (i.e., smaller targets) are to be observed would the data density be
var ied . This would be more of a function of bottom than a function of chart scale.
The intination of a requirement for a 1:5000 scale chart as opposed to a 1:50 ,000

• scale chart is that finer structure should be observed . However , what it really
means , es pec i all y i n the case of HALS data , is that more data are plotted .

Chart scale does become significant in determining the quantity of data points
that actually get plotted from the massive array of data collected . Figure 3 shows a
typical data swath overlaid by a grid with 100 foot spac i ng . The grid represents the
number of data points which could be plotted on a 1:5000 scale chart . The averaie
ratio of data observations collected to the number of points wh ich can be plotted at
this scale is about fifty to one . If a plot of this same data is nade on 1:50 ,000

• scale chart , twice that amount of data would be processed into just one plot point.
• In this second case , the ratio of data observations collected to the number of points

which can be plot ted is about 1872 to one . It nay appear absurd to collect a massive
amoun t of data an d en d up plot ting so li’ tle , but it must be remembered that a
mass ive amount of data is required for detection rather than plotting . It should be
apparent that data collected by HALS via 1:50,000 char ti ng re qu i rements woul d ha ve
density suitable for production of 1:5000 scale charts; the onl y thing lacking nay he
position accuracy which is dependent on the specific FIAVAID emp l oyed .

In his doctoral dissertation , Dav i s (1974) indicates that data density shoul-i be
governed by the amount of bottom variation encountered in a specific small area ,
which he calls provinces , and the amount of sample error which one will tolerate.
His dissertation is directed toward selection of survey track spacing, but it is

• app licable to the question at hand . The provinces are esta b l i shed v i a reconna i ssa nce
data which are processed through a high -pass filter. The filtered data is then

• divided into provinces of homogeneous segments . A one-dimensional Fourier transform
is app lied to the provinces , with the resulting spectral estimates being processed
through some additional equations to obtain estimates of samp le erro r as a function

16
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of sample spacing. For our purposes we can equate spectral estimates w ith target
size. A Fortran version of this techni que has been developed for the Hydrographic
Survey ing and Charting (HY SURCH ) program.

Data for input to the above program are sound i ngs collected at 5 n intervals
along track. Equivalent data from a HALS system can be envisioned by assuming a
profile constructed from data acquired down the center of Figure 3. The density of
data through the center of Figure 3 would be relative to aircraft speed and swath
width. Assuming our previous 700 foot swath width and 70 knot aircraft speed , the
aircraft is advanc i ng at 36 meters per second and the laser scanning at 5 H z .  Since
the scan passes both fore and aft of the aircraft , the 5 Hz rate is essentially
doubled , hence a profile with approximately a 3.6 m data spacing is available. Jhen
a more dense profile is desired , the data at the edge of the swath could he utilized ,
thereby even further exceeding the 5 m intervals used for HYSURCH.

If we wish to constrict data density vs. sample erro r more in line with the
HY SURCH analysis , it becomes immediatel y apparent that an increase in speed can be
tolerated (i.e., 700 foo t swath , 100 knot speed , 400 Hz data rate). The 100 knot
speed exceeds our previous assumed (70 knot) speed , but is a good beginning density
for an unknown survey area . The data density for succeeding missions could then be
altered to accommodate any specific charting requirements as the survey progresses by
processing data profiles as described in Davis (1914).

One of the interesting features of the HALS scan pattern , as indicated above , is
the fact that a profile along the edge is much more dense than a profile down the
m iddle. This feature could lead to a more simp lified determination of data density.

• I f a one-dimensional Fourier transform were app lied on both the center profile and
the edge profile , and the results differed , one woul d automat i c a l l y kno w th at t he
sampling was too sparse. Assuming adequate on-board computer power , this concept
could even be applied in real-time to control data density as it is being acquired .

One caution in dealing with data density — the technique described in Davis
(1974) deals onl y with sample error on the assumption that the data being processed
are true and correct. In a real 1-IALS survey the errors can be minimized by proper
processing of redundant data . Redundancy transposes into increased data density;
therefore , data density nay not be dictated by sampling error alone .

V. TEST RESULTS

Tes ts conducted v i a the ~4ASA-AOL system at Wallops Island Flight Center establish
the fact that a HALS system can work . Some preliminary results of AOL field tests
showing this workability appear in Appendix A. Results of tests concerning aircraft
altitude , attitude and sea surface (potential sources of error affecting position and
depth measurement) are reported in Byrnes and Fagin (1978); the potential for
trac king the sea surface via the optimal solution is impl i ed . Experience with
optimal filter techniques indicates that where the model tracks half the vectors
wel l, it is most likely capable of tracking the others . The evidence is still
somewhat sparse--AOL data used in the tests were acquired at a time when the sea
surface was very calm ; a plot of sea surface values derived from the opt ima l solution
also indicated a smooth sea surface. Profiles indicating how well the algorithm
tracked altitude were not presented because the pulse compression radar altimeter on
board the NASA airc raft was not set up to work at a 1500 foot altitude ; therefore ,
no data were obtained for comparison . A plot of altitude derived from the optimal
tracking algorithm did , however , indicate a reasonable average altitude and
reasonable changes in altitude with time .
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Prior to the NASA-AOL tests, a “model for Optimal Laser Surveying ” (Fagin
Associates , 1977) was developed and exercised via computer simulations in order to
determine system trade—off and to anticipate results which night be obtainable from
AOL . The Optimal Laser Surveying model was designed in such a way as to force all
errors , position—related or depth-rel ated , to become observable in depth measurements
only. This is a rather unique approach in survey analysis , but is readily
accomplished by recognizing that any position error can be transferred to depth
measurement error if the slope of the bottom is known . In the simulation we
constructed a precisely known bottom with slopes and “target areas” within the
detection capabilities of HALS. From the prec i sely known bottom , a gr i d of data
was established to serve as the datum through which the results of varying any of the
system error sources would be compared .

Simulated slant range observations were acquired by “flying ” the elliptical
pattern over the known “targets ” at a given altitude and computing slant range
distances from aircraft to the sea surface and the sea surface to the bottom . Prior
to computing the slant range distances , the “aircraft ” positioning , altitude ,
attitude , and heading were contaminated with appropriate errors to confuse the
positioning —-i.e. , the simulated depth measurement is a correct measurement , it’ s
just that its location is not very wel l known . After the slant ranges are computed ,
they are further contaminated by sea surface and slant range measurement error.

With the simulated observations compi l ed and stored on ta pe , the process i ng
begins. The program reads simulated data from a HALS tape. The positioning ,
altitude , attitu~Je and heading are assumed to be correct in the same way that real

a data would be assumed to be correct--even though it is known that in both cases we do
have errors.

The data are now processed via the opt i mal laser survey processing program i nto
minimum variance grid estimates . After the process is complete the estimated grid is
compared to the true grid , and an RtIS of residuals is now available to indicate
improvements or deterioration of the whole survey resulting from varying individual
system error sources.

r The initial modeling was set to reflect a somewhat pessimistic system as follows :

Variable 1 E Error Correlation Time

Ai rcraft Positioning 2.5 meters 1 second
Aircraft Altitude 10.0 meters 10 second
Aircraft Heading 3.0 degrees 2 seconds
Aircraft Pitch 3.0 degrees 2 seconds
Ai rcraft Rol l 3.0 degrees 5 seconds
Wave Height 0.33 meter 1/400 second
Slant Range/Surface 0.33 meter 1/400 second
Slant Range/Bottom 0.33 meter 1/400 second

As could be expected , when an error analysis is designed in a manner in which all
error is forced to become observable in depth only, the bottom slope becomes a
dominant factor , since all position error translates i nto depth. The initi al tests
were conducted assuming a maximum slope of 50 (much greater than any slope
encountered in the AOL tests). Even with this pessimistic system and large bottom
slope , results from the simulation indicated that the bottom could be charted within
0.43 m R~1S of the datum.
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A more optimistic model was simulated to represent the anticipated HALS system .
For this model the head i ng error was changed to 10 , pitch and roll to 0.20 and slant
range measurement errors to 0.10 n; all other variables remained constant inc l uding
bottom slope . The results for this experiment indica ted that the bottom could he
charted to within 0.20 m R~1S of the datum .

Other tests conducted in this manner provide insight as to what can be expected
in real operations . Demonstration of the effects of specific items of interest was
accomp lished by varying onl y selected state vectors . One such test demonstrates the
effect of surface waves . The experiment was executed with waves modeled with one
foot RF1S amplitudes ; the test was then repeated using 3 foo t RII S amp litudes for the
waves—- results indicate that a 0.5 foot RtIS error increase would be experienced when
preparing a chart from data where 3 foot RF1S waves are encountered .

Tests on data density were simulated . The resu its of one set of tests indicate• that surveying an area with a 100 Hz system as opposed to surveying the same area at
a 400 Hz pulse repetition rate almost doubles the RF1S error. Another test , where the
data density was doubled by cutting aircraf t speed in half and “fl yi ng ” a longer
m ission , provided only a 20% improvement . These results indicate that data density
does indeed have an infl uence on the end product. Al so , it appears that increasing
the data density further woul d provide dimini shing rewards. The second test
described here would be more indicative of data density which would be associated
w it h the HALS system , since it is intended for installation in a helicopter which
woul d travel at half the speed of the NASA aircraft . A conclusion which can he drawn
from the above is for a helicopter flying at 70 knots , surveying a swath 700 feet
wide , the 400 Hz pulse repetition rate is an appropriate selection .

Resul ts of other tests were mainly as expected . The results improved when the
bottom slope and bottom comp lex ity were reduced . The same held true when the roll
and pitch quality improved . £laintaining swath wid th while varying altitude and scan
ang le to mainta i n a spec i f i ed swath w id t h were foun d to have no di scerna b le imp ac t i n
terms of the resultant RFIS of grid residuals. The swath width test , howeve r , does
no t ta ke i nto accoun t the poss ib l e  pu l s e  “stretch i n g” of the bottom pulse and the
subsequent possi b ility for mi splac i ng that pulse as shape c hanges beca use of the
effective field—of—view increase with altitude.

Tests where the quality of the slant range measurements were modeled
differently—-i.e., slan t range from aircraft to sea surface 0.1 n RIIS--slant range
from sea surface to bottom 0.6 m R?1S , indicate that the system is more directly
sensitive to the slant depth measurement than to the slant altitude measurement . The
interesting part of the exerc i se is that even though the system maintained good
con trol of t he surface  waves , error was still able to propagate via the heading,
wh ich is the most uncontrollable state vector in the model . Even with the 0.6 m RtIS
erro r modeled for the slant depth and accompanying errors in state vectors as
described in our optimistic model , the Rf1S residual for this test was 0.32 m.

The difficulty which was experienced with heading was also apparent in other
tests. rhe model for opt i mal laser surveying was capable of tracking heading-induced
error only when the bottom was very comp le x. To determine model capability for
tracking heading error , several tests were exercised wherein a known 20 RFIS heading
error was simulated for each test; bottom slope was then varied in steps from 20 to
5~. Results indicate that heading error is difficult to track with bottom slopes
less than 50 • Th i s can be ex p la ined by considering the geometry of the
situation--considering the worst-case condition where the half-width of the swath is
350 feet , a 20 head ing erro r causes a maximum displacement of 24 feet in position .
Th is 24 foot displacement in position would cause a 2 foot apparent depth observation
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• I
error where the bottom slope was 50 ; where bottom slope is 20, the same displacement
causes only 0.8 foot apparent depth error. Since other state vectors can readily
accomodate the 0.8 foot in the error propagation model , there is little error l eft
for heading to be sensitive to in the case of a 20 slope . As the bottom slope
app roac hes 50 , the larger apparent observation error saturates other state vectors in
the error propagation model and the model becomes sensitive to headin g error. To
improve the situation and cause the model to become sensitive more quickly to heading
error , other state vectors within the model would require improvement; but , since the
model is in actuality already optimi stically descri ptive of the anticipated HALS
system hardware capabilities , the likelihood of improvement in the required state
vectors is remote. The alternative is to begin with a good heading reference , bound

• I the drift errors v ia external cal ibration procedures , reduce error allocation
attributable to heading and improve the overall model .

I
VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The performance of the HALS in any particular survey area will be limited by in
situ water conditions , i.e., average norma l water conditions , as well as current
disturbances of the water caused by the prevailing weather. Little can be done about
the in situ conditions , but current weather conditions do change and to some extent
can even be predicted . The anticipated employment of the HALS as a complementary
system to the present NAVOCEANO near-shore surveys does, however , preclude
individualized planning for seasonally advantageous utilization and somewhat narrows
the time window at the survey site. The i ntended use of the system must dovetail
with the sound boat utilization and NAVAIDS deployment . In many instances , sea-state
conditions will be such that sound boats will be able to conduct business as usual
when the HALS operations are delayed while waiting for the water to clear. This will
be generally true for a few days following a storm , since sediment particles will be
stirred up and require some time to settle. The best indication of whether the HALS
can perform , short of instal ling the system and trying it , is the human eyeball; if
the bottom can be seen, the HALS should be able to perform very well.

The quality of the water column is expected to have the largest infl uence on the
usefulness of HALS; in some areas where laser penetration is limited to less than one
foot, using the HALS would not be practical . The same would be true where white
water exists or when rain or fog are encountered . When the sea surface is perfectly
flat , laser surface returns will not be available and the system will be severely
limited . When direct sunlight reflects from the sea surface i nto the receiver the
signal-to—noise ratio is seriously affected .

All the above points to the fact that the operator will have to be the judge as
to when and where the HALS is employed . He will need to be able to anticipate if
conditions are tending to improve or deteriorate and pick a time when the best
probability exists for a successful mission . A major advantage for the operator is
that a mission can be accomplished in less than two hours.

The anticipated operational window for HALS is at dawn or dusk (low sun angle ,
indirect sunlight ) with wi nds 2-20 knots (2 knot minimum for creation of capillar y
waves necessar y for sur face refl ecti on , 20 knot maximum white water limit) and sea
waves below three feet peak—to-trough (higher waves nay be tolerable , assuming a good
wave tracking algorithm , but higher waves may mean more suspended matter in the water
column).

I
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The operator for the HALS system w i ll be a trained , journeyman -level scientist or
engineer. Once the operator decides that the environment provides a good possibil it y
for a successful HALS mission , he will proceed with operations as described in the
operating synopsis. His norma l duties while on a mission will include instru ct in g
the computer which controls the HALS and changing magnetic tapes when required.
Because of the short duration of the missions , the operator will be required to
change tapes no more than once per mission. The primary function of the operator
w i ll be to observe the system performance via a digital display unit and an
oscilloscope . The operator will have the authority to abort the mission when it
appears that usefu l i nformation is not being acquired .

The success of a mission will depend on the quality and quantit y of the hottor
returns received . Signal -to-noise ratios available via the digital display unit , a r - ~laser return waveforms available via the oscilloscope , will aid the operator in his
evaluation of quality . The quantity of data required for a successful mission
relates to data density as discussed in a previou s section: depending on bottom
variability , swath width , and accurac y requi rements , some specific percentage of
laser returns wi l l  be necessary and the operator will be required to obtain a “ree l”
for what the percentage must be.

In instances where data distribution is uneven , i.e., wher e the bottom slopes
rapidly transverse to the airc raft track , the data density n~y be adequate fordefining part of the swath. In these instances the operator can disp lay
signal-to—noise ratios relative to laser azimuth and evaluate the presence of that
condition. Where data distribution is uneven , the operator may choose not to abort a
mission. On missions where quality laser returns are received randomly and where the
quantity of data does not meet chart requirements , the operator may assume that those
returns are from the shoalest areas and the data could be used as reconnaissance type
data for purposes of estimating soundboat safety .
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LASER ~ATHYMETRY FOR N EAR -SHONE ci ’ARTING APPL TCA TIO~(PRELIMINARY FIELD TEST RESULTS)

Gary C. Guent her Robert N. Swift.
Lowell R . Goodman Robert W.L. Thomas
David B. Enabnit EC&G/i.ASC
NOAA /Natjonal Ocean Survey 6801 Kenhlworth Avenue
£DL, C61 Riverdale , Maryland 20840
Roc kv iUe , Marylan d 20852 -

Abstract Near—shore bathymetric eeasureoents are
presently accompl ished by 105 primar ily with

An airborne lidar’ system has been exten— narrow-beam acoustic (sonar) equtpment mounted
aively flight tested to study the operational in small boats which work at relatively low
feasibility of using a seannt r.g, rapidly pulsed speeds. An airborne laser bathyme tric sy~ten
las er beam , projected Into water from a fixed has the potentia L to provide a higher quality
wing aIrcraft , for near—shore hy drographi c product with more timely and less costly (Re ~s.
applications. Field test results for vertical 7 and 8) results in critical coastal and inl3nd

• accuracy, environmental constraints , and eff ects waters. It. also permit s new or improved services
of ey ,t~-m parameters are discussed. Detailed and shows great promise as a member of the
utili:atton studies indicate that such a system hydrograp hic team . The objectives of the Laaer
should yield significantly reduced cost as well Hydrography Deve lopitent Project within NOS are
as inc reased volume of near—shore bathymet. ric to determine the capability of an optimized
data toe charting purposes . airborn e laser system to meet or exceed !~0S

near—shore vertica l accurac y requtrezents within
a boundin g set of system variables and environ—

1. Introduction mental parameters ; to perform pre liwin~iry d~~~ j n
work or~ a realizable , NOS operatier ~s or r,t -~I

l~ rln g the past ten yea rs , a number of syst em ; to assess its co3t effectiveness i~ndcr

incre asingly sophisticated airborne laser rang— atypic alø opera tional condition. ,; and to i nv est . !—

- 
_ 1mg (lidar) devices have been tested to deter— gotc any potential outstanding problem .reas

mine technical feas ib i l i ty for h y rirograp h ic and Which ray d~volop . Flight. testing of the A OL

other oceanographic applic ations (Ref. 1), In was primarily dedicated to the first of thes~ ,
1974 , a development program for a versatile air— while also acting as a valuable input to the
borne laser and data acquisit ion system , to be secon d.
sponsored by the NASA Advanced Applications - . -
Fligh t Experirent (AAFE ) prcgram , was proposed
jointl y by NASA /Wallops Flight Center and 2. AOL System Description
*vco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc. The pur-
pose of this eollabora~Ion was to produce and The Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL)
demons trate , for a select cor:unity of poten tial system , (Ret. 9) designed and built by the

- 
- 

users , a state of the art systes utilizing P A SA’ s - *vco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc. under
- - expertise in space—age technolo gy. Requ 1re~ents , NAS A contract , is ins talled in the NASA /Wallops

speci fication ,, evalua tion procedures , and appit— Flight Center C_511 aircra ft. An open hatch is
- - cations for th is  ~Airbo rne Oceanographic Ol der ” used to pass transa itted and received energy to

(AOL) systea were solicited and established and from a large scanning mirror which is counted
throu gh a series of meetings with interested between the floor and exterior skin of the ai r—
part 1~s (Rets . 2—5). The systen evolved with craft. i~ater depth3 are determ ined for each
two ita jor and separate motes of operation: laser pulse by measuring the tine of flight
bathy setric li dar , and fluorosensing . difference be tween that portion of the pulse

• - reflected back to the receiver from the water ’s
Preliminary shakedown and experimentation surface and that reflected by the underwater

with the instrument in the ba thymetric mode has ‘bot toS” topography.
been sponsored by NOAA fllat[onal Ocean Survey
(NOS) and the Defense M appin g Agency (DMA) , and The AOL bathymetric configuration include s
cond ucted jointly by NASA p.nJ NOS. In this the fol lowi ng :
paper we shall discuss the results of the PIGS
test program (Ret. 6). • an *vco C—5000 gas (neon/nitrogen ) laser

wi th en un~tablo resonator (to tzpr ove
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

- beam divergence), an adjustable beas
- - 

~jLht ~etectIon and rnnA lng: the equivalent expander (for control), and an optI onal
of ‘radar ,” but at optica l frequ encies. polarizer
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. .56 cm scanner mirror with drive motor The ~0 charg, dig itizers are gated meq uen—
and ll&~bit angl. encoder; tinily at 2.5 na interval , to -provide 100 na

(or approximately 10 meter ,) of usable depth -

• a 30.5 cm diameter Cassegranian f/ 14 tel.— range . Th. digitized signals are trans mi tted
scop . with adjustabl e field stop and throug h the CA~.AC interface to a Hewlett— Packard -

baf fles (0—20 milliradian fie ld of v Iew ) 21 P’.X minico mputer with disk and tape stor~tge
and an optional polarizer; and CR? display capability .

0
C $ narrow band (4*) interferenc, filter to Mreraft attitude and rough positional data

suppres. ambient background; are supplied to the com puter frcn a Litton 1.711—51
- Inertial Nsvigstion System (INS). A Universa l

. a photomultiplt.r tube (PM?) detector with Time Code Translator interfaced with the system
appropriat, electronics; provides precise ‘real time of day” for each

laser puls.. Tb. entire system (electronics.
• ~O charg. digi tizers (AID converter s ) ; - laser, optics , and computer for both bathym etry

and fluoros.n,tng modes ) weighs 2100 pounds and
• CU4AC iritertac~; fits comfortably in a seal]. section of the C-54

cabin. - 
-

• a computer controlled data ~acqui.ttion,
processi ng, display, and recording sub—
spat..; and - 3. *01. Eathya.tric Field Test Program

• appropriat , power and control provisions. Goals:
0

The laser wavelength of 5 101A (green) is The goals of the NOS Flight test program
near the minimum of the .Ierlov (Ret . 10) curves with the AOL syste m ar. to: validate the over—
of diffuse attenuatie., coeff icient For coast al all feasibility of a bath ymetric lidar syste m
water type s . The laser output power is typi .- to provid. high quality data under typical
caily 2 kilowatts (peak) , while approx imately operations—ori ented , circurnstances; deter mine
500 watts (peak) exits th. aircraft in the pri.- vertical error under a bounding range of system
nary beam. Divergenc e is variable from 0—20 variables and enviro nmental paranete” s and
nillir adia r.s, and maximum pulse repetition rate correlat. error contri butions with sources;j
~ 4o0 Bz. - quantify syst em and env iron mental usage co n—

stra ints to establ ish the operatio nal “ window ” ;
The scanner is a mutating design whose and mode l major contributions in a return signal

— - mirror normal is offset slightly from the axis strength equation to prov Ide a sound basia for
of rotation . The resulting pattern on the extrapolation of these results to the desiEn
earth’ , surfa ce is a tightly interlocked seri es apecifications of an NOS prototype bsthymetric
of pseudo—ellipses (actually slIghtly “egg”— lidar system.
shaped) which provides relatively uniform areal - 

- -

coverage. The scanner can be operate d either Site Selection :
at a 5 Mz rotation rate or locked in a fixed . -

position for non—scanning (fixed off—nadir Site selection Fpr the AOL rield tests was
angle) data acqulsitio~i. The nominal angle of based on the followin g criteria: depths must
t he output beam w ith respect to the nadir is range between one and ten meters; a combination
adjustab le in 50 increments between 00 and 15° - of both fla t. and relatively high relief topo—
maxt ~~~ def lect ion (thi s angle varies slightly graphy is preferred; radar trac~:ing of the air—
dut~lng scanner rotation ). - craft is imperative due to poor perfo raance of

- - the LTN—51; the sites must be logistical ly easy
£n altitude interva lometer , operating in to reach by both aircraft and ground su pport

con~unet.ion with a surface return detector , vessels; the area oust have suitable ti de “ con—
tr igge rm the electronics upon detection of the trol” ; typical water c leritl es must be appro—
sur face return and permIts digitizatIon of ju st priate to permit penetr ation to the botto m over
the event data—auto matica lly, independ ent. of suff iciently long portio ns of a f light ilne; and
aircraft altitud e. Delay lines are used to adequate meteoro logica l support should b .avail—

permit digitization of the surface return, as - able 24 hours in advance tor daily miss ion gui
well as the bottom return , in the same output ‘.~~ fl o -BO decisions.
vectci-. (This feature is extremely important ,
as it allows use of the surface return shape Two test sites meeting these requt renents
and location f cc subsequent analysis.) The were selected (Ref. ti): one in the Atlantic
altitude data is also -utilized to facili tate Ocean over Winter Quarter Shoal (several miles
the removal of wave heigh t variations from the offshore from AssateaSue Island), and one In
depth calcula tiar.s; thi3 permits correction of Chesapeake Bay —— Tangier Sound beti~een Jane’s
the depths to mean sea level. - 

Ial•nd and Smith Island. These dissimilar sites
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provided the opportunity to investtgate thw between and K , based on a very small data set ,
effects of divers ity in water clarity, depth , is not Incons istent with the Shannon (ilef. 13)
wind, and surface wave structure. The probab i— equation (K~~ a/5).
lity of succe ssful mission s in the Wallops
Island vici nity based on precipitation , fog, and Winds were mea sured at the Wallop s Island
wind speed data from historical record, was National W eather Service at several lu-id a.
calculated and found to be acceptable. (Refs. 11 Wind , wave s, and v~axbilit y were measured 5ut~—and 12) jectivcly fros vessels at the n ightl ine .

Supporting Data: I3ottom reflect ivities in green and blu e
wavelengths wore measured with a laboratory

A wide variety of ancillary supporti’- g data refiectoseter. Grab samples were transferred
was required for the flight tests In order to in scaled plastic bags . Var ious hand1~rg an~
permit quan titative description of the system sample preparation techni ques were investiga ted
performance and the environmental restriction, and yielded essentially Identical results.
on the operational window. The performance of
the AOL Is limited primarily by the product of - The support data was obtained as near to
water depth and optical attenuation coefficient , the time of overflights as possible. A total
The lat ter Is, for a given locatton and season , of over one hundred vessel “aorties~ or “crui~ €~s~
modulated temporally by wind , wivehe ight , pre— were mounted in support of the program . Cruine
cipita tton , and currents ; also affectin g per— data was coded directly Into an 80.-column (om it
formarlce are such things as bottom reflectivity and punched onto computer cards for inclusion in
and solar Illumination. These parazeters inter— a ‘sca.-truth” data base.
act with system variab les such as receiver
field—of—view , altitude , scanner angle , and Test Description :
beam divergence to yield a highly cooplex set
of intersct~ons which must be unraveled to “Independent” variable s and parameters
permit the quantization of specific effect ,. chosen for investigation durir~ the test phase
Adequate testing of the AOL thus depended on are: water depth , water clarIty, wind speed/
the quality and quantity of ~rourd data speci— wave height , solar illus ira tion , botto m ch-ar~c—
fically tailored to meet needs. Primary support tar , aircr aft altitude , scinner oft.-na’~~r ar &le ,
data acquired in conjunction with the flight tests receiver field of view , tranccltter bear, div~ r--

-: ind uce vertical control , horizo ntal control , gence , and recciver polarizatic; “I)t~peridt~ t ’
water clarity, sca surface condit iou~ , me teoro - variable-s ~tu~ icd for effeets af th~ ab~ vc n~-logy , :~rid bottom reflectivity, accuracy (precision and bias), repcatab.lity,

bit prob abilitie s , cxtir.c t.ion c - r ~ic ic:its ,
Vertical control consists of bathy etry j~ t e~~ %e~a tion eoL-~~icicmt :., ~‘i: :I~ri r - -lv-

and t ict o control. A 1: hyratrj c survey of the able th-ptli, sur face rett.-r- n cij-~:ai s t r c : : g t h s ,
Tangier Sound n ightline waa corduct~ ’~ by an botto~-i return signal atrengt hs , noise leve ls .
EOS vessel from the At lant ic llSrire Center and detect ion a]gorith-as . flat- , for th. se rcla-
utilIzir.g standard , auto mated , acoust ic tech— tionships was obtained within a four phase r -°-
miques. h orizontal control for this survey was gram. The data base for oath cission inclai--a a
a line-of—sight , high frequency electronic mission plan, the AOL system outpu t tapo (s ) , a
posit laning system with ground s ta t ion ;.  Tide d1git~zcd flight log of c:~cJ ipmc~ t se-i t~~-~-~- ;-m~control w as furnished by thre” continuously motes , a thgit lzed ground data 2o~ , f~ )tered
record :-g ~OS t ice gages at appropriate loca— radar trac~ ir:g tapes , grot~rd crI i ib:- at lor I  djt~~, a
tions. list of tape and data fIle nu.n~ers, a d-~tri.~fang

report , moasured tide correctors , and so— ~ t ices
?la7igatton and po sit ion inq of the aircra ft anc illary ma terials such as footprint came ra

were accompli shed with the tracki ng radar and films , scope photo s , and video tape of the
plot—board capabil Ities avail able at ~l:ii monitor.
Wallop s Flight Center. Radar data are smoothed
wit h a gairan fi lter p re~ ram to p rovide the In 1977, 18 mISSiOn S w ere f lown wi t h a tota l
highe st possible accuracy. ~adar dat a are of 161 separate passes for on esti~ sted total
merged with AOL . da ta offline during prnces,ir.g. distance of 1000 IIr .ear nautic al nt1e~ .a~d 1100

minutes of recorded c !at~ ccmprlzed of five
Water clarity measurement s w .re made - - mtl3 lor i soundings. A ircraf t  ~pued was ra in t a l r ;ed

throughout the water colunn with a narrow beam at appr oxi m ately 150 knots with altitudes r..r;~-
t ranemi ssom et er ar.d were backed up with Secch i lng from 150 to 600 ~~~~~~ ~insiona were f l cw i

disk readings . (A well correlated linear Sn river , bay , and ocean waters, in hat and cold
reg ress ion of beam atten uation coeff ic ient (0) w eathc ,- , clear and cloudy, night and day, for
against inver s e Seec ht dep th was note d . This v inds from 0 to 15 knots , with and w ithout c .;pil—
lends creden ce to both set , of reading s .) lary w aves , in water cla r it i e~ wi th narrow hoam
P~casuren~nts were nade in the v icinity or the att !nudtlciII coeff ic icnt n 1

vary ing (i on less liar ,
fligh tlire before , dur lr .g, and after overflights . In to greater than 11~ , and with water depths
Attempt. to raaaure dttl ’u~, attenuati cn coott’i— from 0 to over 10 m.
eicnt~ (~() were toiled , with few exceptio ns , by

— 
baulky equipment. The observed relationship

~ ; : .  .; ~ - i L - - i~. L-~ ~~ -~~A.~liY k’1 A(~TL~Q~~.1
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~ata processing: ‘by a lirte factor. AC—coupling in the d ee—
troni cs Furthe r reduces this oolse source.

The tremendous volume or data acquired on Volume bac’cscattcr has not. been part icularly -

even a ~ingte pass causes computer analysts to evident in the relatively murky waters used for
be mandatory. A wide variety of- programs on a *01. testing because it occurs very close to the
number of computers have been developed for surface return , and because the deep water sub— -

data verification , reduction, display, analysis, traction technique effec tively removes it.

r and troubleshooting. Th. primary analytic tool
for AOL . data analysis Is a sophisticated multi— Botto m return s as low a, 100 nano.,atts can
function program called the “Processor.” (Ref. be tracked successfully. Surface returns range
l~) This progm am Is extremely versatile because rrom ten to several hundred times larger. Pro-
it Is based on a fr..forn “keyword’ input proc.-. bability of a successful surface return under
dur. with liberal defaults. Desired functions or most circumstances approaches 100% rapidly as
procedures are easily acti vated and quantified the mean surf ace return signal strength reaches

by the inclusion of a single card in the setup several times the trigger threshold. Typically
deck. Briefl y, the Processor’ unpacks and inter— - for the AOL. this occurs at about 2.5 microwatto
palates the asynchronous syste, data tap., iden— opt ical power into the scanner. A glass y or

- title. surf ace and botto m retur~ss and quantifies mirror—i lk, water surface durin g totally calm
their location and amplitu de under contro l of a wind condit ions causes the surface return proba—
highly parameterized tracking algorithm , perfor ms bt lity to decreas , while the dynamic range of
wave height correction , prints and plots alt i— amplitudes and overall mean amplitude increase ,
tud es, depths , waveform., statistics , and other Operation under these conditions would not. be
requested information , and supplie s regressions recommended .
and corr elation valu es for all combtnatiqns of
eleven spec ially selected parameter s. An add i— Penetration capability is probably the cost
tion at program is being developed to ccmpare Importa nt performance parameter for a laser
airborne lidar soundt ngs with corres pondin g bathymetri c syste m next to accuracy. The max i—
launch acoustic soundings and regress differences mum penetration depth , in general, is dependent
against a given parameter set , on a larg. number of variables and parameters

- - - Including laser power , altitude , water clarity,
bottom reflectivity , off—nadir angle, receiver

~ . Results aperture, receiver field of view , receiver sen—
aitivi ty , noise sources , and many more (Ref. 9) ;

Preliminary: but. for a given (appropriately designed and
operated ) syste m , the ulti mate concern is water

Return waveforms from the initial f light clarity. The reduction in bott om return signal
tests were badly contaminated with elect ronic stren gth wi th incr easin g depth can be desc ribod
ringing and other spurious but repeatable noIse by the expression:
sources whose amplitudes were greater than those

- - of the desired botto m returns. To sup press thi . - 558 e —
noise , a technique wa s dev~loped which subtracts
the syste m respon se to a surface return in deep where -

water (with no poss ible bot tom return ) (ron the
wavefor ms with bott om returns to yi eld a “ res i— 558 bottom signal stren gth ,
dual” waveform in w hich onl y the botto m return 

~~. dept-h and
pulse (and any uncorrected noise) appear s . This ‘

subtra ction 13 parameterized on sur face return k ~ ‘system” attenua t ion coeffi c ient
amplit ude w htch drives the system respons e. as defined by this expression.
Excellent resolution of bottom returns was -

achieved for even very weak returns approaching The coefficient , k , has no particular theore t i—
the dig itizatio n limit of the syste m (approx i— cal basis , but simply provides a stra ight—
rately 50 nanow atts at the scanner ) . An added forward empirical parameter for descri bing
benef it of this tec hnique is the resultant sub— syste m perfo rmance.
traction of the surface return (and average
solar noise and vo lu e bac~escatte r sig nal as - It has been ostab ltsh ed (Ref. 15) that for
well) which perm t~$ resolut ion of bottom returns a sufficiently large rece iver f ield of view ,
at very shallow depths where they night other— “- the value of ‘k” somewhat coincidentally
w Ise- be masked . Processor outpu t result s m di— approache s very close to the value of depth
cat. bottom resolution to as shallow as app rox t— averaged diffuse attenuation coefficient (K) for
mold y 30 cm. the water in qu.!st io’~. Because of this tact ,

the product of K and the depth beyond which
Engineerin g: succe ssful returns cannot be detected (D

~ax ) ~~
common ly referred to as the “ extinction co .tfl—

Dominant env iron mental noise sources for a d ent” (i~ 0 ); and penetration capabilit y is
lida-’ bathy metric syste m are so lar backgrou nd mat
refl ection in dayli ght and volume backsc atter lng frequently reported in tern , of th is un itless
of the laser pulse in the water column at night. paraneter. In addition , because on appa rently
£ narrow—hand interference filter centered on the linear relationship (a ~ 5K) (Ref. 13) exists
laser wavelength reduces solar background level between diffuse attenuation coef ficient (K) and
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be.im attenuation coefficie nt (a) for water observed is app roxlc- ate ly 1.3, which indicate s
clartt1e ~ of’ intere st in coastal waters , cxtlnc— that the surface return s generally contain a high
lion coefficients cay also be reported In terms specular component , r,~th~r than being d1f fu~~ in
of a (AOL result , will take this form nature (for typical Illu m inated areas from 0.i~-
because cost cruise data is forc’(rather than K). 6m in diameter at. the water ’s surface).

Calculation of “ k” for the AOL ( fro m the - The effect of altitude on bottom Peturn

Sh pe of In SSB vs. P curve .) resulted In values signal strength is Indirect. The amount of

f t  ~r~lly consistent with K. ti.4xicui, extinction hotton return energy rein h ing the rece iver

cot - f f i c i~ nts observed in processed AOL data are depends on the f ract ion of the bottom return
ci P 12 during the day and a D 15 at energy refracted th:-ough the air/sea interface

c-ax max (in the direction of the receiver) w ithin the
ntg)~t t  The latter wa s acco mpl ished in December field of view of the receiver. The fa~ tora

off Janes ’ Island with a 2.75’s 1 and ‘~max 
determining that fraction are water clarity,
dep th , altitude , wind speed , and receiver field

~.fn . Th ese results , considered to be exciting ly of view . A n anal ytic model has been develop ed
high for such a low power laser , were defined at which calculates the field of view necessary to
the e-.xlmuz extent of 

~~~ 
Quali~y data , where Intercept 90% of the potential bottom return

hit probabilit ies remain in excess of 90% and energy for specific values of the other pararl—
;rectsion (pul se to pulse agree~ ent) retains no eters. This model, is in goad agreement with
~.orae th an 15—20 cm. Because of the sophisti— experimenta l data and c-in be used for future
c~ i-r i processing technIques applied to the raw system design application..
sigmals , the loss of soundings at extinction
teni~ to occur quite abruptly at bottom return The off—nadir “scanner ” angle affects both
ai~ ;ii ~. strengths not greatly In excess of the surface and bottom return signal strengths .
cthlaun hardware digitization level . Projecting Surface returns at. nadi r are quite strong and Carl
tv-: -’ results to a higher laser power system easily exceed the input cap abilities of the

- :  (ioo— :-oo kW peak) leads to expectations of a D system . With increa mi ng o f f—nad i r  angle , the‘sax
in the 18—20 range. Such estimates are conSis— returns decrease rapidly in the first five

tent with independent high power results (Ref. degrees and then much c-ore slowly thereafter.

1F). Bottom return signal strength is .-ilso high~-at
at nadir but falls off more gradually w ith

Wind and wind generated wave s (throughout - 
increasing angles . A scanner pattern which doe’s

the c - tire wave length op-actru ’s from capillaries not- intcrscct . the nadir is highly desirablr
to of~-ahore swell) unquestionably inf luence be-cause it avoids tho dynraic range pz Ot,l’~

- -)

sy’~~ m performance through a number of inter— caused by the Strong nadir surface returns.

~~ct i - -ns , but few are overly significant except Although the 101. was enufigured for a u~ X it n-a

:~ h~ extre res—— cons idered for our purposes to , of t— rI Rtir rngic of 15 , C ra -,o lat ion’ c f  t : t
(a- ~‘c’rc-

~c 2—2 3 knots wind speed. Surface return energy • data indicate that. angles ci’ up to 30°

Ira, ron-nadir scanner angles reaches the ‘may not be unrea sonab le. At such large ;tnglea ,
receiv er only it capillary wave s are excited calculations of a depth bias due to pulse
suff tn ientiy to present a large number of tiny stretching from long slant ranges would beccse

far-eta perpendicular to the bearn . ihe~ e capi l— increasingly more lr-portant.
lan e, tend to die out below about 2 knots , and ,
as no~ ’d above , this leads to a reduced hit The tronscaitt e ,- hcam diverg ence , varied

proh—ii l i ty .  On the other end of the spectrum , fro m two to ten ~ i1llradian,; , had virtual ly cia

high a1-~ds generate waves with sufficient energy ef fect  on results. The only fatent ia l  rc-str~c--

end depth to resuspend bottom sedinents and tion i~ that the bca-s must be large cflough to

decres~ e wate r clarity to ur.acceptable leve ls , provide high surface return pro hab ihty ; rt-sml u—

iron 2—20 knots , bean sprea ding through the air/ tion is not degr aded with a larger divergence

-e~ In ter face due to wave zlope augmented refrac— because the bean spreadin g in the water sa

tiori ~s not large cornpared to bea~ spread ing in several orders of rn cni tu- de gre.-Iter.

the wa ter column d-je to scattering . Surface
return amplitudes at higher off—n adir scanner Da rk , muddy bott ors , typi cal In Chenap-rak’-
angles actu ally benefit sli ght ly from hi gher Day, caused no bottom detection diff icult ies .
winds where less variation of amplitude with Refle ctiv i tic s for sedi~~nta con~ t~ tl~~ of

angle is also noted , various grades of nud , mi nd , and shell frag—
cents ranged between 14% and 12% with a med ian

If mean surface return signal strength ver— O~ appro xfnat ely 91. Sign~fieant bottom vegetri-

sus a l t i tude data are es t imated wit h power law tton was present in neither test site. F o t - ~re

curves , the expdnents thus obtained range between testing of th e system will be plan ned for to t toc a

1.0 and 2.0 for altitudes from O-600n. No popul ated by vari ous forcs of broad ond narrow

correlation between the value of the exponent and leaf plants. lt is expected that . %-arlnua type s

any variab le or ps rarte ter Cs uc h as oft—nadir of vegetation will attenuate the bottom signs )

angl e or wind speed) could be es tab l ished; or cau s e a sha l low b ias In soundings.
rather , the value see ms to be a co mplex function
of the se plu , the direction of the beam relat ive Sunglint proved to be no problem in AOh.
to the wind direction. The median exponent value testing, because nc,,nner ott—nadi r angles were

not large enough to pcc-nit viewing of the glint
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pattern at the 380 latitude of the tes t sites. Fully auto’sat~d eomparisons of AOL soundin gs

0I&it be diff icult , and a system with larger (though pending ) , and the comparison hit. con se-
For low latitudes , noon—ti me suc’a.r operat ions with NOS acoustic soundings are not. yet available

scan angle cou ld experienc , a glint problem. quent ly involved comparisons of severa l data sets
by hand——a tedious task. Results in gener al are

Vertica l Accuracy: encoura ging. Datum tree comparisons of laser
and acoustic botto m profiles yield mean P.MS devia —

Investi gatio n of the basic sounding accur— lion , in the range of 5—15 cm. With appro priate
soy of the system to date has been based on datums applied , however , distinct biases of about
data acquired in the ‘fixed” or non—scanning 30 es hay, been observed In several cases, Care—
mod. at various off—nadir angles. This tech— ful analysts of the data indtca te~ no apparent
nique permits simple comparisons with acoust ic fault with the basic techniques , and )wardware
data and precludes additional errors due to anomalies are suspected. Ground test data (from
possible uncerta inti om in wave correction proc .— simulated bottom and surface targets ) , presently
dares. (Scanning data contains large variations being analyzed to test th is hypothesis , appear to

L - - in air to sea slant rang. caused by scanner I contain somewhat similar inconsistencies. bia,es
eccentri city and aircraft roll and pitch.) Wave as a class are genera lly causa l and hence correct—
correction procedures (or scanning dat. based on able; the high “precision” noted in the data ii
earelut modeling of the aircr aft and scan ner consid .red to b. a better measure of syste m per—
parameters are presently being investigated. loreance at. this point in ti me. Ultim ately ,
Wav e correction for non—scanning data Is aecoep— biases of less than approximately • 15 cm are
lish.d with a simpl , averaging t echnique based dest r.d. Detai led error budgets , calculated for
on altitude intervalaaet.r data, the £0!. and for an optimized design, indicate that

this Is a quit. reasonable goal in th. reasonably
Accuracy is divided into two basic measure ,: shallow coastal waters of interest.

- - precision and bias. Precision is a measure of
selt—con stste ncy and is related to rando m noise , - -

whil , bias e rors are deter mined by comparison 5. COflOlUstoTt5
with an external “standard” and are fixed of f—
set or ‘systematic’ errors. 1) Th. feasibility of obtaining high precision

bathymetri c sound ings in a typical opera-
An upper bound on the actual syste m preci — tional environ ment with a scanning airborne

sian under given condit ions can be esti mated as lidar system has been con f ir ised.
the lo ser bound of the R~-’.S dev iat t e~ of given 2) ixeellent penetration (& D ~ 15) of typical
data about a linear flt to the data over a coastal wate rs has been achieved with a
representat ive intervar (-typica lly chosen to be relatively low power laser.
a single page of computer output: ~D points, or
about 15 meters of track length). This in true, 3) Performance in the scanning ‘sods at off—

“ because this measure also unavoidably includes nadir angles up to 150 is satisfactory for
actual small bottom variations and residual . -perfor ming bathy netry .
uncorrected wave noise in additio n to actual 

~
) The operational window ror variou, systemsystem rando m noise components. This worst. case variables and env iror.senta l parameters is

- - meas ure vii). henceforth be called ‘prec ision ’ for not unduly restrictive and should notpurposes of dIseus~ion. lead to unreasonable mission conatraints.

I mean “precision” of Ji~5 cm for data with 5) The mean precision of AOL soundings Is
reaso’able signal strengths was observed during excellent (typically less than 20 cia) and
a low wind/wave test (without wave correction) predictable with an existing model.
with a 150 off— nadir scan anile. This value 6) Diases of up to 30 en presently noted incompares ravorably with simulation results a limited number of soundings are slightly
(Ref. 17) under taken to derive a model of greater than I~OS accura cy standards butexpected syste m perfor mance based on laser are expected to be explainable (in termspulse width and shape, charge di ;l.t. izer gate of hardware instabilities) it not correct—width , photon arrival rates , pulse detection able. Such biases are not ex pecte~d -toalgorithms , and simi lar matters. At low bottom appear in a well designed syst em .
return signal strengths (several ti mes the mimi— -

mum detectable limit) the “ precision” may typ t— ‘- - 7) Wave correction using altitu de inte rvalo—
cally increase into the 10—20 cm ra-ge (trending meter data has been succes sfully demon-
s, predicted by the simulation). Pecause of at rated for non—scanning data. Further
limitat ions In the AOL altitude interval ometer work is required to extend th is result
(minimum discrete Jumps of 15 cm , as operated), to scann ing data.
the mean precision for wave corrected data 8) Soph isticated peak detection and location
~enera1ty has a miniaetLe of about 20 cm. Wave so ftw are has been developed and Is perform-correct ion thus adds about 5 cm error to the 1mg well in low signal-to—noise rat io
optimum perfor mance level , but. on the other hand eondi uon~.perfor ms admirably for the core usual ease where
wave heights above 10 cm predominate.
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9) Separate studies Indicate that a relatively ii. Swift , R.N. , ‘Preliminary Report on £re—
high powered (200 kU peak), eye sate, lidar Flight Seatruthing for the Airborne
bathy netry systea can be cont’igured to Oceanographic Lidar Project ,’ prt-par ed for
opera te from a small (Beech ‘King Air ’) air— NA SA/Wallop s I’light Center , February 1977.
craft (Ref. 18) and should provide a stgnt—
(leant gain in cost—effectivene ss over pre— 12. Scott , P., ‘Probability or Success of AOL
sent acoustic techniques (Ret,. 7 and 8). Bathysetry,’ NOS Interna l Report , December

1976.
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